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quence her emotions themselves, are to themselves. More-
over, it would give me the opportunity—if I cared to, which
I don't—of making the observation that, except for their
hirsute adornments—politicians the world over are all
exactly the same ... in appearance as in habits. Except
perhaps that the politicians of Geneva as being more
gourmands would probably refuse to listen for thirty-six hours
to extracts from the masterpiece of Flaubert, the Book of
Common Prayer., various cookery books, and other great works
of the imagination,
But it is no part of my job, as one very much enjoying
at a moderate price the hospitality of this inspiriting city and
the country owing it allegiance, to comment on their internal
politics, so that the remark had better be considered as
having been made by Biala's drawings. . . .
It is perhaps more to the point that Biala brings the dis-
maying news that there will be no chance of our lunching
in the place of entertainment so hotly recommended by the
patient New Yorker. There are more than two hundred
men in fezzes standing round other befezzed ones who have
already secured tables. That in the inside of the restaurant.
Outside it, the queue of men in similar head-dresses extends
considerably round the block. They intend to have the best
of everything, those crusaders. . . . And one may make
the note that they seem to have taken every precaution
towards that end, since two of their number were last night
arrested under the Mann Act as being—recidivist White
Slave merchants.
This spirited body of lusty carnivallers, dressed all in fezzes
and most in Turkish waistcoats and ballooning trousers, to
the number of 250,000 or so, has descended on the Capitol
to hold, I understand, some sort of Conference. So the elbow-
room, even of Washington, is put to some trial.
For myself I find their presence agreeable. I like to be
welcomed by fezzes, and for me all kinds of saturnalia,
Andalusian fiestas, whether in Malaga or Washington, and
all beanfeasts, bank-holidays, and barbecuings seem to be
good for the body and soul of the community. Economists,
at least, should also approve of them—for what better means

